
WANDO & DANIEL ISLAND FEEDBACK SESSION

Comments & Questions

● Moved from West Ashley to Cainhoy Peninsula because of less flooding.  Challenge is

the intersection of City of Charleston, Berkeley County,and the State.  What is going to

get Berkeley County to go along with the plan?  For example, there is a lot of clear

cutting along Clements Ferry.  All of the great information you are presenting, but is it

going to be addressed in Berkeley County?

○ Response: Good and hard question. It is a challenge because developers know that

standards are less strict in Berkeley County and so are going to choose the easiest

route, and we cannot annex at will - that is a decision of the property owner. Good

news is that there is a good relationship between the county and city. Cannot annex at

will. Good points.

○ Additional response: In West Ashley there has been some success getting citizens to

push the county and perhaps that could happen in Berkeley. It is slow.

● It is a lot of information to process. How we describe Charleston in Huger is that

Charleston is landlocked and is heading towards Wando. What is the future?

○ Response: Map shows that the density is along Clements Ferry and then drops off, City

is not going past the Urban Growth Boundary (UGB), which runs along the Francis

Marion Forest. Guggenheim property is going to be developed, but more sparsely,

and a large majority of it will be conserved.

● In Huger, we are along Cainhoy road and in the forest. Will the City be annexing more

property?

○ Response: City is not annexing beyond the growth boundary.
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